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Over the last
decades, the United States has
built a carceral state that is unprecedented among
Western countries, with nearly one in 50 adult
Americans incarcerated today. This book examines
the development of the movements that mediated
the construction of the carceral state.

The Prison and the American Imagination
It was the most witnessed execution in US history. On
the evening of July 11, 1864, six men were marched
into Andersonville Prison, surrounded by a cordon of
guards, the prison commandant, and a Roman
Catholic priest. The six men were handed over to a
small execution squad, and while more than 26,000
Union prisoners looked on, the six were executed by
hanging. The six, part of a larger group known as the
Raiders, were killed, not by their Rebel enemies but
by their fellow prisoners, for the crimes of robbing and
assaulting their own comrades. Who were these six
men? Were they really guilty of the crimes they were
accused of? Were they really, as some prisoners
alleged, murderers? What role did their Confederate
captors play in their trial and execution? What
brought about their downfall? Relying on military
records, diaries, memoirs written within five years of
the prison closing, and the recently discovered trial
transcript, author Gary Morgan has discovered a
version of events that is markedly different from the
version told in later day “memoirs” and repeated in
the history books. Here, for the first time in a century
and a half, is the real story of the Andersonville
Raiders.
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Gallows Lane
A fascinating story of an Israeli freedom fighter who
held firm to his beliefs under the cruel British rule of
Palestine at the time of the rebirth of the Israeli state.
“NO one but Itzhak Gurion could have written this
book. It took the sensitivity of a poet to describe the
martyrdom of those who died so heroically to wrest
back the ancient land of Israel from the unclean
hands that have held it. Here are the images of these
men and the fortitude of their souls. Here also is the
picture of the henchmen and the weak-kneed lackeys
of the British Government and the whole sordid
business of holding a people in thraldom. “In fluent
language that seems almost effortless, Gurion
describes the last days of his fighting comrades in the
death cells of British prisons in Israel, and I, for one,
shall never again hear the HATIKVAH without thinking
of the men who sang it on the way to the gallows—on
which they died to make Israel live. “Here is
irrefutable proof that the land of Israel would still be a
dependence of its former usurpers were it not for the
farsightedness and the heroism of those who realized
that it could be won back by force, force of character
and blood. Two thousand years of cruel oppression
died at the end of the rope on which dangled the
bodies of Dov Gruner and his fighting friends. If
anyone can read Mr. Gurion’s book without feeling
proud of belonging to the people he describes let him
remove himself as far as he can from them; let him
never again say that he is of the same
ancestry.”—KONRAD BERCOVICI
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The Lives of the Puritans
"He who tells the truth is not well liked" -- Bambara of
Mali proverb

Building the Prison State
The Gallows Pole
From Puritan Execution Day rituals to gangsta rap, the
black criminal has been an enduring presence in
American culture. To understand why, Jeannine Marie
DeLombard insists, we must set aside the lenses of
pathology and persecution and instead view the
African American felon from the far more revealing
perspectives of publicity and personhood. When the
Supreme Court declared in Dred Scott that African
Americans have "no rights which the white man was
bound to respect," it overlooked the right to due
process, which ensured that black offenders—even
slaves—appeared as persons in the eyes of the law. In
the familiar account of African Americans' historical
shift "from plantation to prison," we have forgotten
how, for a century before the Civil War, state
punishment affirmed black political membership in
the breach, while a thriving popular crime literature
provided early America's best-known models of
individual black selfhood. Before there was the slave
narrative, there was the criminal confession. Placing
the black condemned at the forefront of the African
American canon allows us to see how a later
generation of enslaved activists—most notably,
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Frederick Douglass—could
presence and civic authority necessary to fashion
themselves as eligible citizens. At the same time, in
an era when abolitionists were charging Americans
with the national crime of "manstealing," a racialized
sense of culpability became equally central to white
civic identity. What, for African Americans, is the
legacy of a citizenship grounded in culpable
personhood? For white Americans, must membership
in a nation built on race slavery always betoken guilt?
In the Shadow of the Gallows reads classics by J.
Hector St. John de Crèvecoeur, Edgar Allan Poe,
Frederick Douglass, Herman Melville, George Lippard,
and Edward Everett Hale alongside execution
sermons, criminal confessions, trial transcripts,
philosophical treatises, and political polemics to
address fundamental questions about race,
responsibility, and American civic belonging.

The Gallows and the Lash
Andersonville Raiders
The Powerful, Poignant Story of Love, Courage, and
Redemption from Death Row, Where an Indomitable
Woman Challenged Corruption in Order to Free her
Husband When TV reporter Jodie Sinclair went to the
Louisiana State Penitentiary, also known as the Death
House at Angola, in 1981, she expected to report
about the death penalty and leave. She never
expected to fall in love. Billy Sinclair was an inmate at
Angola, sent there for an accidental murder during a
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robbery gone
wrong. After facing a trial which was
skewed against him and being sentenced to death, he
saw first-hand the corruption and abuse rife in the
criminal justice system, and he began an unrelenting
crusade for reform. When the pair married by proxy a
year after meeting, Jodie took up Billy’s fight. From
then on, she lived with one foot in the outside world
and one in the complex and dehumanizing
bureaucracy of the prison world. This incredible
memoir tracks her heroic twenty-five-year fight to
save her husband from dying in prison, the
professional setbacks she suffered for marrying a
prisoner, and a pardons scandal in which she wore a
wire for the FBI to help her husband expose
corruption in the criminal justice system leading all
the way to the governor's office, which put a target on
Billy's back. It is the uplifting true story of a woman
who stood by her man, and in doing so, exposed the
horrors of our criminal justice system and became a
voice for all those who have loved ones behind bars.

Reflections on the Way to the Gallows
In 1982, California voters passed Proposition 8,
promoted by supporters as the Victims' Bill of Rights,
on the initiative ballot. In Politics and Plea Bargaining,
Candace McCoy describes the political genesis of
victims' rights legislation and the impact Proposition 8
has had on plea bargaining. Placing Proposition 8 in
the context of earlier efforts to reform plea
bargaining, McCoy explores the meaning of due
process in the criminal courts. Emphasizing the
concept of "publicness," the book suggests changes
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that wouldOf
open
the justice system to more public
observation and explanation.

In Cold Blood
Politics and Plea Bargaining
On 24 April 1942, Czechoslovak journalist and active
CPC member Julius Fucik was detained in Pankrác
Prison in Prague, where he was subsequently
interrogated and tortured, before being sent to
Germany to stand trial for high treason. It was during
this time that Fucik’s Notes from the Gallows (Czech:
Reportáž psaná na oprátce, literally Reports Written
Under the Noose) arose—written on pieces of
cigarette paper and smuggled out by two sympathetic
prison warders named Kolinsky and Hora. The notes
were treated as great literary works after his death in
1943 and translated into many languages worldwide,
resulting in this book, which was first published in
English in 1948. It describes events in the prison since
Fucik’s arrest and is filled with hope for a better,
Communist future.

Dissecting the Criminal Corpse
The heart-stopping follow-up to Brian McGilloway's
thrilling debut, Gallows Lane continues the compelling
series that captures modern Ireland and showcases a
striking new voice in crime writing. In his critically
acclaimed debut, Borderlands, Brian McGilloway
opened a window onto modern Ireland through the
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eyes of Garda
Inspector Benedict Devlin, drawing
comparisons to John Connolly and Ian Rankin for his
tight, fast-paced plotting. In Gallows Lane, the
Donegal summer dawns unusually hot, and Inspector
Devlin returns to the borderlands separating the
North and South of Ireland, waiting for a notorious excon, James Kerr, to return home on early release. Kerr
claims to have found God while in prison, but the
superintendant of police wants him to stay on the
other side of the border. When a young woman is
found beaten to death on a building site in what
appears to be a sexually-motivated killing, Devlin is
distracted from his assignment of keeping tabs on
Kerr. Enquiries into the murder soon point to a local
bodybuilder and steroid addict. But days later, the
born-again ex-con Kerr is found nailed to a
tree—crucified. Increasingly torn between his young
family and his job, Devlin is determined to apprehend
those responsible for the murders before they strike
again, even as the carnage begins to jeopardize those
he cares about most. Taking its title from the name of
the road down which condemned Donegal criminals
were once led, Gallows Lane is a sharp, modern
thriller; a stunning second installment in what John
Connolly says is "set to become one of the great
series in modern crime fiction."

Notes from the Gallows
How did a nation so famously associated with
freedom become internationally identified with
imprisonment? After the scandals of Abu Ghraib and
Guantanamo Bay, and in the midst of a dramatically
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escalating Of
prison
population, the question is
particularly urgent. In this timely, provocative study,
Caleb Smith argues that the dehumanization inherent
in captivity has always been at the heart of American
civil society. Exploring legal, political, and literary
texts--including the works of Dickinson, Melville, and
Emerson--Smith shows how alienation and selfreliance, social death and spiritual rebirth, torture and
penitence came together in the prison, a scene for
the portrayal of both gothic nightmares and romantic
dreams. Demonstrating how the cellular soul has
endured since the antebellum age, The Prison and the
American Imagination offers a passionate and
haunting critique of the very idea of solitude in
American life.

Think Outside the Cell
The United States has built a carceral state that is
unprecedented among Western countries and in US
history. Nearly one in 50 people, excluding children
and the elderly, is incarcerated today, a rate
unsurpassed anywhere else in the world. What are
some of the main political forces that explain this
unprecedented reliance on mass imprisonment?
Throughout American history, crime and punishment
have been central features of American political
development. This 2006 book examines the
development of four key movements that mediated
the construction of the carceral state in important
ways: the victims' movement, the women's
movement, the prisoners' rights movement, and
opponents of the death penalty. This book argues that
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punitive penal
policies were forged by particular
social movements and interest groups within the
constraints of larger institutional structures and
historical developments that distinguish the United
States from other Western countries.

The Prisoner in His Palace
First Published in 2003. Routledge is an imprint of
Taylor & Francis, an informa company.

The Prisoners' Friend
Born into a Jewish ghetto in Hungary, as a child, Elie
Wiesel was sent to the Nazi concentration camps at
Auschwitz and Buchenwald. This is his account of that
atrocity: the ever-increasing horrors he endured, the
loss of his family and his struggle to survive in a world
that stripped him of humanity, dignity and faith.
Describing in simple terms the tragic murder of a
people from a survivor's perspective, Night is among
the most personal, intimate and poignant of all
accounts of the Holocaust. A compelling consideration
of the darkest side of human nature and the enduring
power of hope, it remains one of the most important
works of the twentieth century. New translation by
Marion Wiesel, with a new introduction by Elie Wiesel.

Gallows Thief
In the last four decades of the Georgian era 131
women went to the gallows. What were their crimes?
And why, unlike most convicted felons, were they not
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reprieved?Women
and the Gallows 1797 1837 brings
new insights into their lives and the events that led
them to their deaths, and includes chapters on baby
murder among domestic servants, counterfeiting,
husband poisoning, as well as the infamous Eliza
Fenning case.Plus, for the first time, all the stories of
the women have been compiled in a unique
chronology.

The Prison and the Gallows
A violently poetic English western inspired by the true
story of the Cragg Vale Coiners and as wild as the
moors on which it is set.

Women and the Gallows, 1797–1837
Folsom's 93
Prison Nation
Deflem analyzes the history of international police
cooperation from the middle of the 19th century until
World War II. The text is a detailed exploration of
international cooperation strategies involving police
institutions from the United States and Germany as
well as other European countries.

The Prison and the Gallows
Powerful account of the brutal slaying of a Kansas
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family by two
young ex-convicts.
Policing World Society
"This step-by-step, no-nonsense guide offers a golden
key to successful re-entry by teaching inmates and
former inmates how to use their entrepreneurial
talents to realize their dreams and break the cycle of
recidivism. Included in this inspiring how-to book are
jewels on: *How to get others to embrace your
business ideas and help launch your business
*Occupational restrictions resulting from felony
convictions--and how to get them removed *How to
establish good credit even if you've never had credit
or have bad credit Think Outside the Cell presents a
largely unexplored option that can help give men and
women leaving prison a realistic second chance."

Christ and the Gallows
In this book, for the first time, we can hear the
startling, moving voices of adventurous and rebellious
Japanese women as they eloquently challenged the
social repression of prewar Japan. The extraordinary
women whose memoirs, recollections, and essays are
presented here constitute a strong current in the
history of modern Japanese life from the 1880s to the
outbreak of the Pacific War.

Reflections on the Way to the Gallows
In Against the Gallows, Paul Christian Jones explores
the intriguing cooperation of America’s
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writers—including
major figures such as Walt
Whitman, John Greenleaf Whittier, E. D. E. N.
Southworth, and Herman Melville—with reformers,
politicians, clergymen, and periodical editors who
attempted to end the practice of capital punishment
in the United States during the 1840s and 1850s. In
an age of passionate reform efforts, the antigallows
movement enjoyed broad popularity, waging its
campaign in legislatures, pulpits, newspapers, and
literary journals. Although it failed in its ultimate goal
of ending hangings across the United States, the
movement did achieve various improvements in the
practices of the justice system, including reducing the
number of capital crimes, eliminating public
executions in most northern states, and abolishing
capital punishment completely in three states.
Although a few historians have studied the
antebellum movement against capital punishment,
until now very little attention has been paid to the
role of America’s writers in these efforts. Jones’s study
recovers the relationship between the nation’s literary
figures and the movement against the death penalty,
illustrating that the editors of literary journals actively
encouraged and published antigallows writing, that
popular crime novelists created a sympathy toward
criminals that led readers to question the state’s
justifications for capital punishment, that poets
crafted verse that advocated strongly for Christian
sympathy for criminals that coincided with an
antipathy to the death penalty, and that female
sentimental writers fashioned melodramatic
narratives that illustrated the injustice of the hanging
and reimagined the justice system itself as a
sympathetic subject capable of incorporating
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compassion
its workings and seeing reform
rather than revenge as its ends.

Ballad of Reading Gaol
The huge prison buildup of the past four decades has
few defenders, yet reforms to reduce the numbers of
those incarcerated have been remarkably modest.
Meanwhile, an ever-widening carceral state has
sprouted in the shadows, extending its reach far
beyond the prison gate. It sunders families and
communities and reworks conceptions of democracy,
rights, and citizenship—posing a formidable political
and social challenge. In Caught, Marie Gottschalk
examines why the carceral state remains so tenacious
in the United States. She analyzes the shortcomings
of the two dominant penal reform strategies—one
focused on addressing racial disparities, the other on
seeking bipartisan, race-neutral solutions centered on
reentry, justice reinvestment, and reducing
recidivism. With a new preface evaluating the
effectiveness of recent proposals to reform mass
incarceration, Caught offers a bracing appraisal of the
politics of penal reform.

Against the Gallows
Those convicted of homicide were hanged on the
public gallows before being dissected under the
Murder Act in Georgian England. Yet, from 1752,
whether criminals actually died on the hanging tree or
in the dissection room remained a medical mystery in
early modern society. Dissecting the Criminal Corpse
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takes issueOf
with
the historical cliché of corpses
dangling from the hangman’s rope in crime studies.
Some convicted murderers did survive execution in
early modern England. Establishing medical death in
the heart-lungs-brain was a physical enigma.
Criminals had large bull-necks, strong willpowers, and
hearty survival instincts. Extreme hypothermia often
disguised coma in a prisoner hanged in the winter
cold. The youngest and fittest were capable of
reviving on the dissection table. Many died under the
lancet. Capital legislation disguised a complex
medical choreography that surgeons staged. They
broke the Hippocratic Oath by executing the
Dangerous Dead across England from 1752 until
1832. This book is open access under a CC-BY license.

Golden Gulag
The year is 1820. Rider Sandman, a hero of Waterloo,
returns to London to wed his fiancée. But instead of
settling down to fame and glory, he finds himself
penniless in a country where high unemployment and
social unrest rage, and where men—innocent or
guilty—are hanged for the merest of crimes. When
he's offered a job as private investigator to re-open
the case of a painter due to be hanged for a murder
he didn't commit, Sandman readily accepts—as much
for the money as for a chance to see justice done in a
country gone to ruins. Soon, however, he's mired in a
grisly murder plot that keeps thickening. Sandman
makes his way through gentlemen's clubs and shady
taverns, aristocratic mansions, and fashionable
painters' studios determined to rescue the innocent
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young manOf
from
the rope. But someone doesn't want
the truth revealed.

Annual Report of the Board of Managers
of the Prison Discipline Society
From 1895 to 1937, 93 men were hanged at
California's Folsom State Prison, and this book is the
first to tell all of their stories, recounting longforgotten tales of murder and swift justice, or
sometimes, swift injustice that hanged an innocent
man. Based on a treasury of historical information
that has been hidden from the public for nearly 70
years, the full stories of these 93 executed men are
presented in this collection including their origins,
their crimes, the investigations that brought them to
justice, their trials, and their deaths at the gallows.
This wealth of previously unpublished historical detail
gives a vivid view of the sociology of early 20thcentury crime and of the resulting prison life. Readers
take a trip back in time to the hard-boiled early 20thcentury California that inspired the novels of Dashiell
Hammett and countless other crime writers.
Illustrated throughout with authentic and haunting
prison photographs of each of the condemned men,
the crimes and punishments of a vanished era are
brought into a sharp and realistic light.

The Toughest Beat
In America today, one in every hundred adults is
behind bars. As our prison population has exploded,
'law and order' interest groups have also grown -- in
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numbers and
clout. In The Toughest Beat,
Joshua Page argues in crisp, vivid prose that the
Golden State's prison boom fueled the rise of one of
the most politically potent and feared interest groups
in the nation: the California Correctional Peace
Officers Association (CCPOA). As it made great strides
for its members, the prison officers' union also
fundamentally altered the composition and
orientation of the penal field. The Toughest Beat is
essential reading for anyone concerned with
contemporary crime and punishment, interest group
politics, and public sector labor unions.

Caught
In Against the Gallows, Paul Christian Jones explores
the intriguing cooperation of America’s
writers—including major figures such as Walt
Whitman, John Greenleaf Whittier, E. D. E. N.
Southworth, and Herman Melville—with reformers,
politicians, clergymen, and periodical editors who
attempted to end the practice of capital punishment
in the United States during the 1840s and 1850s. In
an age of passionate reform efforts, the antigallows
movement enjoyed broad popularity, waging its
campaign in legislatures, pulpits, newspapers, and
literary journals. Although it failed in its ultimate goal
of ending hangings across the United States, the
movement did achieve various improvements in the
practices of the justice system, including reducing the
number of capital crimes, eliminating public
executions in most northern states, and abolishing
capital punishment completely in three states.
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Although aOf
few
historians have studied the
antebellum movement against capital punishment,
until now very little attention has been paid to the
role of America’s writers in these efforts. Jones’s study
recovers the relationship between the nation’s literary
figures and the movement against the death penalty,
illustrating that the editors of literary journals actively
encouraged and published antigallows writing, that
popular crime novelists created a sympathy toward
criminals that led readers to question the state’s
justifications for capital punishment, that poets
crafted verse that advocated strongly for Christian
sympathy for criminals that coincided with an
antipathy to the death penalty, and that female
sentimental writers fashioned melodramatic
narratives that illustrated the injustice of the hanging
and reimagined the justice system itself as a
sympathetic subject capable of incorporating
compassion into its workings and seeing reform
rather than revenge as its ends.

The Kevin Woods Story
Night
This book systematically investigates the capital
punishment of girls and women in one jurisdiction in
the United States during nearly four centuries. Using
Connecticut as an essential case study, due toits long
history as a colony and a state, this study is the first
of its kind not only for New England but for the United
States. The author uses rich archival sources to look
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critically atOf
the
gendered differential in the
application of the death penalty from the seventeenth
century until the abolition of capital punishment in
Connecticut in 2012. In addition to analyzing cases of
executions, this monograph offers an innovative focus
on women and girls who escaped judicial execution
with death sentences that were avoided, reversed,
reprieved, or commuted. The book fully describes the
impact of the rise and fall of witchcraft allegations
during the last half of the seventeenth century, the
clash between the degradation of slavery and
Enlightenment ideals that was the provocation for the
de facto end of female capital punishment in the New
Republic, the introduction of two degrees of murder
that effectively provided an escape hatch from the
gallows, and a detailed look at the unique case of
Lydia Sherman, whose sentence to life in prison under
the Connecticut murder statute of 1846 emphatically
confirmed the unofficial state exemption of females
from the gallows. Pivotal cases since 1900 are also
examined. The book will attract attention from a
broad audience interested in criminology, criminal
justice, capital punishment, women’s studies, and
legal history. Anti-death penalty advocates, law
school activists, public defenders, capital punishment
litigators, and jurists will also find the book useful.

Love Behind Bars
The United States incarcerates more people per
capita than any other industrialized nation in the
world—about 1 in 100 adults, or more than 2 million
people—while national spending on prisons has
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catapultedOf
400
percent. Given the vast racial
disparities in incarceration, the prison system also
reinforces race and class divisions. How and why did
we become the world’s leading jailer? And what can
we, as a society, do about it? Reframing the story of
mass incarceration, Heather Schoenfeld illustrates
how the unfinished task of full equality for African
Americans led to a series of policy choices that
expanded the government’s power to punish, even as
they were designed to protect individuals from
arbitrary state violence. Examining civil rights
protests, prison condition lawsuits, sentencing
reforms, the War on Drugs, and the rise of
conservative Tea Party politics, Schoenfeld explains
why politicians veered from skepticism of prisons to
an embrace of incarceration as the appropriate
response to crime. To reduce the number of people
behind bars, Schoenfeld argues that we must
transform the political incentives for imprisonment
and develop a new ideological basis for punishment.

Execution Suite
Why, in the recent campaigns for universal health
care, did organized labor maintain its support of
employer-mandated insurance? Did labor's weakened
condition prevent it from endorsing national health
insurance? Marie Gottschalk demonstrates here that
the unions' surprising stance was a consequence of
the peculiarly private nature of social policy in the
United States. Her book combines a much-needed
account of labor's important role in determining
health care policy with a bold and incisive analysis of
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the American
welfare state. Gottschalk stresses that,
in the United States, the social welfare system is
anchored in the private sector but backed by
government policy. As a result, the private sector is a
key political battlefield where business, labor, the
state, and employees hotly contest matters such as
health care. She maintains that the shadow welfare
state of job-based benefits shaped the manner in
which labor defined its policy interests and strategies.
As evidence, Gottschalk examines the influence of the
Taft-Hartley health and welfare funds, the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act (E.R.I.S.A.), and
experience-rated health insurance, showing how they
constrained labor from supporting universal health
care. Labor, Gottschalk asserts, missed an important
opportunity to develop a broader progressive agenda.
She challenges the movement to establish a position
on health care that addresses the growing ranks of
Americans without insurance, the restructuring of the
U.S. economy, and the political travails of the unions
themselves.

In the Shadow of the Gallows
In the tradition of In Cold Blood and The Executioner’s
Song, this haunting, insightful, and surprisingly
intimate portrait of Saddam Hussein provides “a brief,
but powerful, meditation on the meaning of evil and
power” (USA TODAY). The “captivating” (Military
Times) The Prisoner in His Palace invites us to take a
journey with twelve young American soldiers in the
summer of 2006. Shortly after being deployed to Iraq,
they learn their assignment: guarding Saddam
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months before his execution. Living
alongside, and caring for, their “high value detainee
and regularly transporting him to his raucous trial,
many of the men begin questioning some of their
most basic assumptions—about the judicial process,
Saddam’s character, and the morality of modern war.
Although the young soldiers’ increasingly intimate
conversations with the once-feared dictator never
lead them to doubt his responsibility for unspeakable
crimes, the men do discover surprising new layers to
his psyche that run counter to the media’s portrayal
of him. Woven from firsthand accounts provided by
many of the American guards, government officials,
interrogators, scholars, spies, lawyers, family
members, and victims, The Prisoner in His Palace
shows two Saddams coexisting in one person: the
defiant tyrant who uses torture and murder as tools,
and a shrewd but contemplative prisoner who exhibits
surprising affection, dignity, and courage in the face
of looming death. In this thought-provoking narrative,
Saddam, known as the “man without a conscience,”
gets many of those around him to examine theirs. “A
singular study exhibiting both military duty and
human compassion” (Kirkus Reviews), The Prisoner in
His Palace grants us “a behind-the-scenes look at
history that’s nearly impossible to put down…a
mesmerizing glimpse into the final moments of a
brutal tyrant’s life” (BookPage).

The Shadow Welfare State
Since 1980, the number of people in U.S. prisons has
increased more than 450%. Despite a crime rate that
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has been falling
steadily for decades, California has
led the way in this explosion, with what a state
analyst called "the biggest prison building project in
the history of the world." Golden Gulag provides the
first detailed explanation for that buildup by looking
at how political and economic forces, ranging from
global to local, conjoined to produce the prison boom.
In an informed and impassioned account, Ruth Wilson
Gilmore examines this issue through statewide, rural,
and urban perspectives to explain how the expansion
developed from surpluses of finance capital, labor,
land, and state capacity. Detailing crises that hit
California’s economy with particular ferocity, she
argues that defeats of radical struggles, weakening of
labor, and shifting patterns of capital investment have
been key conditions for prison growth. The results—a
vast and expensive prison system, a huge number of
incarcerated young people of color, and the increase
in punitive justice such as the "three strikes"
law—pose profound and troubling questions for the
future of California, the United States, and the world.
Golden Gulag provides a rich context for this complex
dilemma, and at the same time challenges many
cherished assumptions about who benefits and who
suffers from the state’s commitment to prison
expansion.

The Gallows, the Prison, and the Poorhouse
Against the Gallows
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In this book,
the first time, we can hear the
startling, moving voices of adventurous and rebellious
Japanese women as they eloquently challenged the
social repression of prewar Japan. The extraordinary
women whose memoirs, recollections, and essays are
presented here constitute a strong current in the
history of modern Japanese life from the 1880s to the
outbreak of the Pacific War.
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